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DESCRIPTION
The RMC50 X-ray source with monochromator is based on ellipsoidal quartz crystal and operates according to Bragg Law
of X-ray diffraction. Crystal mirror has been installed on special
designed independent retraction, pitch, roll mechanism to
precise adjustment working position and two halogen heaters
controlled via PID regulator. The monochromator with a Rowland circle of 500mm diameter for a high X-ray energy resolution has a compact design with differential pumping ports
and an optional polymer aluminized window can be installed
to prevent from sputtering. X-ray source based on redesigned
dual anode source has been installed on three degrees of
motion high precise manipulator. Source has two operate modes – high power up to 600W, and small spot for high spatial/
energy resolution measurement.
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FEATURES
Power

Al: 200 W (focusing),
450 W (non-focusing)
ƒ Two anode types (Al/Ag)
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ƒ High photon intensity giving a line width of < 0.2 eV
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ƒ Reduce sample distortion
ƒ Crystal temperature stability
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ƒ Small spot working mode (option)
Weight (approx.)
65 kg

FEATURES
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TEC

DESCRIPTION

Two anode types (Al/Ag) radiation to be monochromized
with one single crystal
High photon intensity giving a line width of < 0.2 eV
Excellent energy resolution
Satellites and ghosts line eliminated
Reduce background
Reduce sample distortion
Crystal temperature stability
Small spot working mode (option)
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OPTIONS

OPTIONS

ƒ X-ray monochromator quartz crystal heating
Software
control (Version
Pro, crystal
Extended
or Library Module)
ƒ ƒ X-ray
monochromator
quartz
heating

ƒ

Software control (Version Pro, Extended or Library Module)
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Emission current ramp

Emission current ramp

Interlocks XR40B-EC

master, 2 X-ray cover, high vacuX-ray remote
cover, high vacuum,master,
cooling2water,

Water cooling XRCB02

max. 6 bar, 6 l/min.

Communication
Communication
interface

RS232/485, Ethernet

Communication
protocol
Communication

MODBUS-TCP

High voltage ramp

1 - 1000 V/sec

Interlocks XR40B-EC

um, cooling water, remote

Water cooling XRCB02 prepared
max. 6for
bar,
6 l/min. water
de-ionized
prepared for de-ionized water
RS232/485, Ethernet

interface

MODBUS-TCP

protocol
User
interface XR40B-EC
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User interface XR40B-EC
ļ7)7GLVSOD\ZLWKWRXFKVFUHHQ

Interface languages

digital
encoder
English,
German,
Polish

Interface XR40B-EC
languages
Dimensions

Polish
483English,
× 133 × German,
380 mm (W×H×D),
ļUDFNPRXQWDEOH

Dimensions XR40B-EC

483 × 133 × 380 mm (W×H×D),

Dimensions XRHV01-PS

Dimensions XRCB02

Dimensions XRCB02
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0.1 - 50 mA/sec

1 - 1000 V/sec

Dimensions XRHV01-PS
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0.1 - 50 mA/sec

High voltage ramp

483ļUDFNPRXQWDEOH
× 45 × 420 mm (W×H×D),
ļUDFNPRXQWDEOH

483 × 45 × 420 mm (W×H×D),

483ļUDFNPRXQWDEOH
× 133 × 295 mm (W×H×D),
ļUDFNPRXQWDEOH

483 × 133 × 295 mm (W×H×D),
ļUDFNPRXQWDEOH
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